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“David Strikes Oil” 
by 

Susan Greenwood 
 
 
 

What The story of David, young shepherd boy anointed future king.  
Themes: God looks at the Heart, Doing what’s right, David, Samuel, Obedience, 
Faithfulness, Trusting God, Kids Church 

 
Who Voice of God  

Samuel 
Jesse 
Eliab (Son #1  
Abinadab, (Son #2) 
Shammah (Son #3)  

Nethanel (Son #4)  
Raddai (Son #5) 
Ozem(Son #6) 
 (Son #7)  
David (Son #8) 

 

 
When Biblical times 
 
Wear 
(Props) 

"Get’r Done" t-shirt or hat for Eliab 
Over-alls or cargo shorts and t-shirts would work well or Biblical attire  
Staff/rod for David. 
Anointing oil for Samuel 

 
Why Samuel 16:1-13; 1 Chronicles 2:13-15 
 
How This skit is pretty straightforward. Timing will be key for the humor, so make 

sure it moves quickly without feeling rushed. 
 
Time Approximately 2-3 minutes 
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Jesse and seven of his boys are off in the distance, tending the field when Samuel 
approaches. Jesse should be in the middle of the stage and Samuel will briskly 
approach him.  

Samuel: (As Samuel approaches, he begins to speak while he is still a few paces 
back.) Hello, Jesse. I am Samuel the priest. (Now up to Jesse who had 
not heard him.) Do you remember me? 

Jesse: (Slowly looks up at Samuel with squinty eyes) I’m not sure but you look 
like Samuel the priest. 

Samuel: That’s what I said. 

Jesse: I thought I said that. (They stare at each other for a few seconds.) 

Samuel: Riiiggght. Anyway, I need to see your sons. 

Jesse: I’ll call them right over. (With a faint voice and pathetic attempt at a 
whistle, he calls.) Whoohoo! Sons! Whoohoo! (Looking back at Samuel) I 
don’t know what’s got into those boys. I guess I’ll have to go over there 
and (pause) get’em. 

Samuel: Allow me. (Loudly) Boys! (Samuel gestures for them to come over to 
him. Immediately the boys come to him. Jesse looks at Samuel and 
Samuel shrugs his shoulders. As the oldest boy approaches, Samuel has 
a look of approval on his face) Dude, he’s huge! I mean, surely this is the 
one.  

VO God: He’s not the one.  

Samuel: What? Really? He’s the biggest of all the brothers. His shirt says, "Get’R 
Done." 

To read the rest of this script and perform it, download the full version at 
SkitGuys.com! 

 

ENDING: 

Jesse: Good idea. (He shuffles over to Son #7 thinking it is Son #1) Eliam. 

Eliam: (From the other end of the line.) Yes, Father. 

Jesse: Oh. (He turn and shuffles head down to the end with Eliam. The boys 
simultaneously take large side steps to help him get to Eliam faster. 
Jesse looks up and then smiles with pride as if to say "I still got it!") 
Eliam, go get your brother. (Jesse starts shuffling back to Samuel. He 
stops mid way.) And Hurry. (As the words come out of his mouth, Eliam 
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is hot on his tail and David is a few paces behind. This could startle him 
again.) 

David walks  toward Samuel. 

VO God: This is the one.  

Samuel: David, son of Jesse, God has chosen you to be the next king. (The Sons 
and Jesse all look confused by this) Come and kneel in front of me. 
(David does) David, I anoint you. You are the chosen one. 

Lights go down and all exit. 


